
How To Network 101

Networking is the single most important skill in the music industry next to the
music itself. After you’ve mastered making beats or samples, you need to network with
other creatives in order to land placements and build your circle. I can say that I have a
very solid network, and it’s led to big pages like FunkFlex and Rap Caviar following me.
(You can verify this on my instagram @kobebeats_official)

Clout chasing isn’t my thing, I don’t work with people because of the names they
drop, I want to work with other producers and artists that love my sound and me as a
person, and then we can lock in and get money and placements together for a long time
period.

Know that this industry will use and abuse you if you don’t know the language
and how to protect yourself. Know the basics of publishing, PRO’s, and studio etiquette
in order to show that you’re serious about this business.

In this guide, we’ll cover:
a. Omnipresence
b. Network with their network
c. Play off your mutuals - hand in hand with the last bullet point
d. Don’t ask for too much, play the odds

Omnipresence

Omnipresence simply means being everywhere all at once, and that’s exactly what you
need to do in order to get industry connections and attention from larger producers,
a&r’s, managers, and artists. If you’re acquainted, but they forget about you right after
they meet you, then that connection is meaningless.

In order to have omnipresence in the music industry, you need to do 4 things:
1. Join their IG lives consistently
2. Like and comment on their posts
3. Respond to their stories
4. Dm them when you send loops/beats

So joining their lives and saying hi is a constant reminder for them not to forget
about you. You’ll develop name recognition, and when you send them loops or beats,
it’ll stand out in their inbox. For the second one, make sure you’re always showing love
on their posts, especially if it’s a producer who just got a new placement. If you can’t



support when they get placements, don’t expect them to reach out and give you
opportunities. The third thing is to respond to their stories, this is similar to joining their
lives to say hi. Every achievement they have, and even when they post something
humorous, is an opportunity to develop rapport. The last part of developing
omnipresence is to dm them every time you email loops or beats. People are busy in
the industry, and get lots of submissions and emails daily, don’t make yourself a
number.

Network with their network

Next is networking with their network. This is called “horizontal” networking, as
opposed to “vertical” networking. Most producers try to dm Drake and Southside, and
this is like being a drop in the middle of an ocean. Simply lock in with their team and
their team’s network. Work your way up by working with everyone they work with. This
is how I indirectly got a placement with TnTXD. He’s a huge producer if you don’t know
already, and I simply go to his stories and look at every producer he tags when he gets
placements. I go and follow and dm them to work with them, and then they send out
ideas to him. Pay close attention to their stories, and you’ll grow your network insanely
fast by reaching out to everyone.

Play off your mutuals

This section plays off of the previous one. When you approach someone you
want to work with, you need to have mutual followers or connections (in most cases). If
you’ve done your due diligence and networked with everyone they know, then they’ll
see this when they check out your profile after you dm’d them, and hopefully follow you
and be open to working with you. But if this isn’t the case, you’ll need to do some name
dropping when you dm them. Say something like”

“Hey [insert name], I work with [insert someone they know] and saw they work with you
too. Would love to get some work in, can I send you some loops?”

Don’t ask for too much, play the odds

In this last section, I say not to ask for too much. I’ll give a few situations that you
need to avoid. The first is when you think you’re entitled to someone else’s network and
want them to introduce you to them. This is offensive and a big mistake in networking.
No one wants to introduce you to their network, especially if they don’t already love
working with you. They don’t owe you anything, and this can sever the working
relationship if you do this.



The second is when you land a placement with a producer or a&r, and then when you
get another opportunity, you keep badgering them asking if something got placed or if
the artist listened to your beats. This is annoying and desperate, don’t be thirsty in this
industry. Be patient and don’t follow up with people asking questions like this. This is the
quickest way to destroying a relationship, and I know this because I used to do this and
it messed up the relationship between me and one of my best connections.

Hope this guide was helpful,
Kobe w/ SAMPLE SOURCE


